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Sour Cream or Apple Sauce 
Is No Choice At All!
By Rabbi Natanyahu Schlepper

Shall Jews eat our latkes with apple sauce or sour cream?
Many would simply let the laws of kashrut decide.  If eating 
latkes with brisket, then with apple sauce.  If with blintzes, 
you can go either way.
But I offer a superior option.  
Hot sauce.
Judaism, like the coronavirus, evolves. As must our latke-
eating.
Hot sauce beats sour cream or apple sauce.  It lacks the 
fat of the first, and the sugar of the second.  The agony of 
eating slathered-on hot sauce reduces latke gorging, and so improves health.  We pass more gas to 
promote social distancing.  Our fiery breath boosts mask-wearing.
So, why has no rabbi proposed this before?
Because it requires deep thought.  
Which hot sauces shall we eat?  
There is no easy answer.
Manischewitz does not sell hot sauce.  (No market for it.  Yet.)  But I asked the president of 
Manischewitz if he would garnish latkes with horseradish.  His response?  “Only a yutz would do 
that.  But I see a licensing deal with Tabasco.  It’ll take a few years to get to market.”

Meanwhile, we Jews must expand our horizons.  What can we buy from purveyors of trayf?
Kashrut constrains the pious Jew.  Asian hot sauces may contain dried shrimp. Other bottled hot 
sauces incorporate chicken or meat and are a no-no with creamed spinach. Hot sauces can be a 
minefield.

I considered asking Rabbi Bim-Bom to name some good kosher hot sauces.  Based on her flatulence, 
I thought she would know. But she has been witnessed eating sushi and green horseradish with 
her latkes, and so by Manischewitz’s standards, she is a yutz.  (She also has been seen, hours after 
eating, with sushi rice hanging from her mustache. This may be intentional, to ward off hanky-
panky.  More likely, she’s a slob.)  
Absent competent rabbinical guidance, take mine:  Jews must eat latkes only with vegan hot sauces.
  
These can readily be found on the Internet, many with names that reflect the nature and passions of 
our people.  Dave’s Insanity Sauce.  Mad Dog .357 Sauce.  Endorphin Rush to the Beyond Sauce.  
And for those of unfortunate politics, MAGA.

There are many more styles of hot sauce than there are of sour cream or apple sauce.  I could go 
on and on and on and on and on and on.  And on.  (After Bim-Bom’s contemptible response to this 
column, perhaps I will.)

But for now, fellow Jews, experiment!  May your latkes be hot sensations!
Let your tastes evolve!

END
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Too Far Inside Beth Evergreen

On Friday the earth turned beneath a John 
Deere rototiller at the former site of a 
children’s playground, soon to become the 
new Midtown Dental Center. On Saturday 
heads turned to hear more about Etta 
Krasnoff’s purse full of unearthed relics 
believed to harken from the original Feast 
of Lots itself. 

“My grandchildren struck gold while 
playing near the bulldozer after hours,” Etta 
told Shayna Kalin as the two readied for 
morning minyan. Overheard by Lillian 
Fish, the news quickly passed among 
congregants sometime between the 
morning brachot and the kiddush luncheon.

“Every item is straight out of the Megillah—
all originals,” Etta boasted from the buffet 
line while tightly cradling a red Chico’s 
handbag. “On Monday I’ll run the 
collection down to the museum to see if 
they’re interested. If they’re meshugena 
enough to pass, I’ll have Norman call his 
cousin Moishe in Jerusalem and see who 
wants to make me an offer.”

Etta remains convinced that the artifacts 
are priceless, as no tangible evidence from 
King Ahashveros’s famed feast had ever 
been recovered—until now. 

Our source gained an exclusive viewing of 
the dirt-encrusted treasures near the half-
empty chopped liver bowl, where Etta 
spilled both the contents of her purse and 
the heart-pounding stories of each item’s 
discovery before a growing assembly of 
curious kibitzers.

“Little Jacob found this one,” the future 
billionaire relayed breathlessly. “You can 
tell it’s King Ahashveros’s actual crown. It 
has a piece missing, and a couple of the 
jewels are scratched, but it’s almost all 
here.” When Harvey Katz disputed the 
crown’s construction material, Etta swiftly 
resolved any misinformation: “Clearly, 
Harvey, plastics have been around a lot 
longer than those crackpot scientists claim. 
Here’s your proof that ancient Persia was 
way ahead of its time.”

Etta’s granddaughter Sammie had been 
digging near the graffitied picnic table 

when she happened upon an ancient 
handwoven necklace bearing a silver disk 
engraved with the name “Esther”—a dead 
giveaway for the site’s historic legitimacy. 
Yet unnerving to the child archeologist 
were the bones discovered nearby. Etta 
called Norman immediately, proudly 
proving her ability to use the speed dial 
function on “that g-dforsaken flip phone.” 
What Norman’s snow shovel later revealed 
was enough to turn the tides of history 
itself.

“To think, all these years we believed that 
Esther was human,” Etta exclaimed to the 
dwindling kiddishkites. “But thanks to my 
brilliant Sammie who found the body, we 
now see that Esther was actually some 
breed of tabby cat. Who knew?”

Also found at the sacred site were shreds of 
pink tulle (clearly remnants from Esther’s 
banquet dress), a can labeled “Hamms,” 
likely forged by one of the king’s 
metalsmiths for serving Haman’s meade, 
and a whittled stick of pine which, as Etta 
explained, must have broken from the 
gallows intended for Mordechai.

Etta will meet with Rabbi Gershowitz on 
Tuesday to propose amending the Megillah 
to include the newly-revealed bombshells. 
In the meantime, members at Mount Zion 
Temple are scratching their kippot at the 
notion of an interspecies Purim love story—
not to mention the question of how the 
artifacts got from ancient Shushan, Persia, 
to a former playground in Littleton, 
Colorado—and whether or not aliens may 
have been involved.  Stay tuned for updates.

Amateur Archeologists Stumble Upon Ancient 
Purim Feast Site
By Beat Reporter Miss Shugena

Top Five Ways To Know 
You’ve Drunk Enough 
On Purim
By Rabbi Freck

5.   You speak perfect Arabic without ever 
taking a lesson.

4.   You sit down at the dining room table 
and try to put your seatbelt on.

3.   You sing “Have a Tequila” during the hora.

2.  You pull out the menorah and birthday 
candles.

And the Number 1 way to know you’ve 
drunk enough on Purim:  
You find CBE Purim shpiels hilariously 
funny! 

Visit Our Gift Shop For 
All Your Judaic Needs!
By Rabbi Freck

New this week in the Gift Shop:
Seder Plates!  Replace your Colorado 
license plates with seder plates crafted by 
the good folks at Paskudnyak Prison.
  
Matzoh Covers!  For those who get too hot 
at night, try our new matzoh covers.  Thin 
enough to let you sleep cool, but crunchy 
enough to make it a good time.

Mitzvot!  Honor your commitment to 613 
commandments with our limited-time 
Mitzvah Buy-A-Thon.  Just $1 per mitzvah.  
This week only.

Menorahs and Womenorahs!  Each holds 10 
candles to make your holiday last longer.

Masks!  Ultra-thin.  What, you should schvitz?
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Too Far Inside Beth Evergreen

B’nai Mitzvah:
Congratulations to Elvis Feinberg who 
celebrated last week. In commentary on 
his Torah portion (Kum V’lech – Leviticus 
30), he listed all the sports events he missed 
to study for the event. His soccer, baseball, 
football, quidditch, and jai-alia teams were 
all present at the ceremony. Many of the 
young people were moved to tears. Some 
were moved to violence.

Congratulations to Tiffany Shrulowitz on 
her Mitzvah project which will end global 
warming. She has submitted plans to show 
her method of dehydrating ice to the 
scientific community. Used worldwide, 
dehydrated ice will reduce the thread of 
rising ocean levels while saving the world’s 
coastal cities.

Lost:
1 set of illusions, unused, complete. If 
found, email rent-a-yenta.com.

Announcements:
Congratulations to the Augenblick family. 
Son Mel’s sentence has been reduced due 
to the closing of one wing of Building 6 in 
Florence for lack of funds. This facility 
houses offenders judged not evil, but 
stupid. Offences vary from scene stealing 
to killing time.

An interfaith marshmallow roast and 
quotation competition is scheduled for 
next Tuesday. Contestants will quote from 
their sacred books. Since judges won’t 
know all (or any) of the chosen languages, 
there’s a strong possibility that some 
contestants will cheat using Pig Latin or 
gibberish. Polygraph tests will be given to 
the winner.

A new class in Aramaic is being offered 
here at CRS on Tuesdays and Thursdays. 
Learn what the second half of the Book of 
Daniel is all about…  Consider a Biblical 
scholar who might be lost here on our ski 
mountains on a weekend. Perhaps her has 
an altitude reaction – wouldn’t you like to 
be ready? Besides, we only charge $150 for 
Aramaic. The fancy-pants French get $250. 
Mandarin is $350 because it’s harder to 
learn. Sign up now.

Books For Sale:
 •  The Elephant and the Jewish Problem 

– Eight experts will admire the 
problem from all angles. 300 pages. 
$20.25.

 • Jewish Football Heroes by Rubin   
     Dubin. Two pages. $25.95 with 

interviews.
 •  The Girl with the Golden Dreidel by 

Gloria Mundi. Murder mystery set in 
New York during the Taxi strike. Third 
runner up for the Tohu v’Vohu prize

 • Terror In Tel Aviv by Yossel Russel. A 
man discovers his tallis has both cotton 
and woolen fibers. He goes on a quest 
to hunt down the spinner and weaver. 
A thrilling denouement. 400 pages. 
$18.50.

 •  A Feather for Hashem by Bernadette 
Ripstein. Hildegaard of Bingham 
wanted to be a feather on the breath 
of God. Minnie Horowitz wants to be 
a feather, also, but weighing in an 
avoir de poids of upwards of 275, 
we’re talking one helluva feather. 250 
pages. $19.95 (worth anybody’s 25 
bucks). 

News:
Barbie and Ken are Jewish. DNA samples 
have shown both Ken and Barbie are 
Ashkenazi Jews. Unfortunately, it turns out 
they’re also cousins on their father’s side, 
making their marriage illegal. Funds are 
being raised for the necessary complete 
grief wardrobe for both parties. No 
statement from the couple has been made 
public. For more information, go to 
shondah.com
.
Upcoming Events:
A riot is being planned for next Thursday to 
protest the exclusion of certain species as 
service animals on airplanes and in stores 
and shops. This ban on members of varied 
genre is an example of flagrant speciesism. 
Two camels, four hyenas, and a service 
cobra have been taken off flights from New 
York to Chicago. The cobra was not in 
compliance because it was not wearing a 
service vest. A man named Joe Pinsky 
brought his mother. She had a service vest, 
but wasn’t allowed either. Placards will be 
distributed. Go to screwup.com.

There will be a potluck at the Bronfield’s – 
1313 Elk Drek Way. They will be leaving for 
their annual trip to Nepal to annoy the 
Sherpas, who they believe to be one of the 
Lost Tribes of Israel. The potluck must be 
gluten-free, lactose-free, salt-free, and taste 
free… Vegetarian (ovo and endo), vegan, 
Paleo, and Meso. Two Sherpas have already 
signed up to come to the US and start 
learning Hebrew so they can claim their 
heritage as Jews.

Fundraisers:
Funds are also needed for an upcoming 
camel-naming. The two camels, one 
bought by Mimi Lieberman and Taylor 
Goldstein on last year’s birthright trip to 
Israel, have just arrived (the camels, not the 
children). They are presently occupying 
Goldstein’s back yard. Neighbors of the 
Goldsteins are threatening a lawsuit. When 
named, the camels will be registered as 
service animals. (See above.)

Joel Bakst is praying for information on the 
Powerball numbers. So far, no word.

The Sages Answer Your 
Questions
By Rabbi Bim-Bom

The topic is: Which is better 
on Latkes – Sour Cream or 
Applesauce?

Although many authors (Gittin 1806, 
Nedarim 1682, Matzot Middot 1350, 
Rolledoat 1113) tell us applesauce is 
acceptable as apples might or might not be 
the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good 
and evil mentioned in the Torah. Torah Avot 
tells us to build a fence around the Torah. 
Schlepper’s fence -and I saw it the other 
day driving past – looks terrible and has the 
neighbors upset because it’s an eyesore. He 
should take it down. The answer to your 
question is sour cream. Isaiah says, 
“Though your sins be as scarlet, they shall 
be washed white as snow.” What the 
prophets know about snow is a matter for 
more discussion, btu they all know about 
sour cream. Do not confuse sour cream 
with yogurt. It is written about yogurt, “If it 
spoils, how can you tell?” This might result 
in you getting sick, God forbid. The Talmud 
tells us not to make use of a thing against its 
purpose. The purpose of an apple is to feed 
the seeds that will produce more appleas. 
Every time you eat an apple, you’re 
destroying generations of apple trees. Ask 
anyone – spit out those seeds (except on 
Shabbos). Apple pie is alright; they’re 
cooked and therefore cannot reproduce.
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Bringing New Meaning To 
March Madness
By Rabbi Jamie Arnold

Approaching a full year of living under the cloud of Covid-19 gives 
new meaning to the expression ‘March Madness.’  So much change, 
yet coming back full circle.  I’ve been reflecting on the fact that the 
timing of this long, arduous march from March 2020 to March 2021 
aligns with the original Hebrew calendar.  The Biblical injunction to 
create a calendar directs our ancestors to start the count with the first 
new moon of Spring (Ex. 12:20).  This is in fact the first commandment 
given to the nascent nation of Israel, before standing at Sinai, before 
the Big 10 [commandments], before they have even left Egypt.

This ’original’ Hebrew calendar has been largely overshadowed in Jewish consciousness by the whole 
Rosh Hashanah thing (and in American consciousness with January 1 as New Year’s Day).  These later 
calendrical counts track a chronology of solar years on earth, 5781 and counting, 2021 and counting.  
They give us something to count on.  It can reinforce a sense of progress, a purposeful trajectory in 
time.  It suggests we are going somewhere.  What are you counting towards?  A new CBE outdoor 
amphitheater?  Visiting family?  Hearing or performing live music?  Attending services and classes 
again in person?   

Solar years are future oriented.  Meanwhile, in the lunar calendar the carousel of time goes round 

Vol. 47, No. 2

Article continued on page 11

Article continued on page 10

Light At The End Of The Tunnel!
By Dan Herman, CBE Board President

Spring is in the air, snow is bringing much needed precipitation and very good skiing conditions, 
and light is at the end of the COVID-19 pandemic tunnel as vaccinations increase, case numbers 
decrease and restrictions ease. Our CBE staff and Board has been proactively adapting to keep 
CBE flourishing, ensure our firm financial footing and maintain social connections. I wanted to 
highlight a few initiatives we have been pursuing in support of our strategic plan and our mission 
of fostering community and connection in the foothills and beyond with lifelong learning, 
meaningful service, and creative worship inspired by Jewish culture and tradition.

I’m delighted to announce that several new and returning families have joined CBE as Everywhere 
members. Since spirituality knows no distance, we have expanded meaningful communal 
engagement beyond our physical walls and geographical boundaries.  Our CBE Everywhere 
membership level is designed for friends, former CBE members, extended family members and 
others who reside more than 50 miles away from our Evergreen location. Just because you’re not 
close by, doesn’t mean you can’t stay connected. CBE Everywhere membership is another great 
way to be a part of the CBE Community. 

We are investing in our online broadcast capability and upgrading our internet and phone service 
in the building through a dedicated fiber optic link to enhance quality and reliability. We have 
also upgraded several components of our audiovisual system and expect to connect the dedicated 
network by the end of May. This infrastructure investment supports our long-term plan to build our 
digital offerings and increase our membership base.

Thanks to your contributions to our High Holiday Appeal along with a very generous gift from 
Nate and Cindy Fineberg and a substantial donation from Marshall Fogel, we have raised nearly 
$60,000 to fund our outdoor “mini-Red Rocks” amphitheater which will take advantage of the 
space outside our social hall. We have engaged a landscape architect, Dig Studio, who developed 
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Tikkun Olam Holocaust Remembrance Event
The Tikkun Olam Chavurah of 
Congregation Beth Evergreen is 
thrilled to announce a Holocaust 
Remembrance Day (April 8th) 
screening of Defiant Requiem, an 
inspiring documentary film that 
highlights a profoundly dramatic 
example of intellectual and artistic 
courage in the Theresienstadt (Terezín) 
Concentration Camp during World 
War II (view trailer here.) The evening, 
offered at no charge to the public, will 
include a post-screening conversation 
with the film’s featured distinguished 
conductor, educator, and artistic 
innovator, Maestro Murry Sidlin.  

As a nonprofit founded by Maestro 
Sidlin, the Defiant Requiem 
Foundation “offers a unique approach 
to addressing contemporary issues of 
bigotry, human rights violations, mass 
atrocity and genocide crimes,” and it is our hope that the film will inspire and facilitate a 
robust and generative local dialogue around human agency and the essential role of music 
and art in claiming and reclaiming a spirit of our shared humanity. 

Please do not hesitate to reach out to Allison Gustavson (allison.gustavson@gmail.com) 
with any questions — we look forward to experiencing this transformational event together, 
as a community, with open minds and hearts. Visit bethervergreen.org/defiant.
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Calendar

These events have been scheduled with COVID-19 in 
mind. As quarantine measures are constantly changing, 
this calendar may be revised. Also, we may choose to 
revise these digital offerings at any time; please see 
https://bethevergreen.org/calendar/ for the most current 
information.

Monday, March 1 through Sunday March 7
CBE hosts emergency shelter program

Monday, March 1
4PM Religious School Hebrew for 5th, 6thand 7th grade via 
ZOOM.
4:45PM Religious School Hebrew for 3rd and 4th grade via 
ZOOM.

Wednesday, March 3
3:45PM Religious School in session via ZOOM.
 
Thursday, March 4
1PM Midday Mussar via ZOOM. Topic: TBD. All are welcome!
5PM Hamakom BaDerech in session.
7PM Adult Hebrew via ZOOM.
7PM ESP Training.

Friday, March 5 – Shabbat Ki Tisa
9AM Music & Meditation with Rabbi Jamie via ZOOM.
6PM Kabbalat Shabbat

Sunday, March 7
10AM Religious School Hebrew for 5th, 6thand 7th grade via ZOOM.
5PM Rosh Hodesh “RoHo”. 
 
Monday, March 8
4PM Religious School Hebrew for 5th, 6thand 7th grade via 
ZOOM.
4:45PM Religious School Hebrew for 3rd/4th grade via ZOOM.
7PM Tikkun Olam Meeting.

Wednesday, March 10
3:45PM Religious School in session.

Thursday, March 11
1PM Midday Mussar via ZOOM. Topic: TBD. All are welcome!
5PM Hamakom BaDerech in session.
7PM Adult Hebrew via ZOOM.

Friday, March 12
9AM Music & Meditation with Rabbi Jamie via ZOOM.
9AM Hiking Havurah: Evergreen Mountain.

Saturday, March 13 - Shabbat Vayakhel-Pekudei
10AM Shabbat & Mak Friedman Bar Mitzvah.

Sunday, March 14 - Rosh Chodesh Nisan
10AM Religious School Hebrew for 6th & 7th grade via ZOOM.

March & April At Beth Evergreen!
Be Part of What’s Happening at CBE this Spring!

 Monday, March 15
4PM Religious School Hebrew for 5th grade via ZOOM.

Tuesday, March 16
7PM Spiritual Life Team Meeting.

Wednesday, March 17
3:45PM Religious School in session.

Thursday, March 18
1PM Midday Mussar via ZOOM. Topic: TBD. All are welcome!
5PM Hamakom BaDerech in session.
6:30PM Board Meeting. Please contact Dan Herman for more info 
(president@bethevergreen.org)
7PM Adult Hebrew via ZOOM.

Friday, March 19 – Shabbat Vayikra
9AM Music & Meditation with Rabbi Jamie via ZOOM.
7:30PM James Taylor\ Carole King Shabbat Service

Saturday, March 20
9AM Family Shabbat
9:30AM GAN in session
10AM Learner’s Minyan

Sunday, March 21
10AM Religious School Hebrew for 5th, 6thand 7th grade via 
ZOOM.
4:30PM Religious School Hebrew for 5th, 6thand 7th grade via 
ZOOM.
5PM Shevet “BroHo”.
 
Wednesday, March 24
3:45PM Religious School in session.

Thursday, March 25
1PM Midday Mussar via ZOOM. Topic: TBD. All are welcome!
7PM Adult Hebrew

Friday, March 26 - Shabbat Tzav
9AM Music & Meditation with Rabbi Jamie via ZOOM.

Sunday, March 28 - Pesach I
4PM 2nd Night Community Seder at CBE and via ZOOM.

Monday, March 29-April 4
CBE hosts Emergency Shelter Program

Tuesday, March 30 - Pesach III
7PM Searching for the Meaning of “Equality” through the Lens of 
the Constitution with Rich Levine.

Thursday, April 1 - Pesach V
7PM Adult Hebrew
Friday, April 2 - Pesach VI
6 PM Kabbalat Shabbat.

Page 6
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Monday, April 5
4PM Religious School Hebrew for 5th, 6thand 7th grade via 
ZOOM.
4:45PM Religious School Hebrew for 3rd and 4th grade via 
ZOOM.

Tuesday, April 6
7PM CBE Book Club: The Avengers

Wednesday, April 7
3:45PM Religious School in session.
 
Thursday, April 8 - Yom Hashoah
1PM Midday Mussar via ZOOM. Topic: TBD. All are welcome!
5PM Hamakom BaDerech in session.
7PM Defiant Requiem screening and discussion.

Friday, April 9
9AM Music & Meditation with Rabbi Jamie via ZOOM.
9AM Hiking Havurah: Pence Park/Independence Peak.

Saturday, April 10 - Shabbat Shmini
9AM Family Shabbat.
10AM Shabbat service and Sam Broudy Bar Mitzvah.

Sunday, April 11
10AM Religious School Hebrew for 5th, 6thand 7th grade via 
ZOOM.
1PM Adopt-a-Highway cleanup and Barbecue.
5PM Rosh Hodesh “RoHo”.
 
Monday, April 12
4PM Religious School Hebrew for 5th, 6thand 7th grade via 
ZOOM.
4:45PM Religious School Hebrew for 3rd and 4th grade via 
ZOOM.
7PM Tikkun Olam Meeting.

Tuesday, April 13 - Rosh Chodesh Iyyar

Wednesday, April 14 - Yom Hazikaron
3:45PM Religious School in session.

Thursday, April 15 - Yom Ha’atzmaut
1PM Midday Mussar via ZOOM. Topic: TBD. All are welcome!
5PM Hamakom BaDerech in session.

Friday, April 16 - Shabbat Tazria-Metzora
9AM Music & Meditation with Rabbi Jamie via ZOOM.
7:30PM CSNY Shabbat.

Sunday, April 18
10AM Religious School Hebrew for 5th, 6thand 7th grade via 
ZOOM.

March & April At Beth Evergreen!

Monday, April 19
4PM Religious School Hebrew for 5th, 6thand 7th grade via 
ZOOM.
4:45PM Religious School Hebrew for 3rd and 4th grade via 
ZOOM.

Tuesday, April 20
7PM Spiritual Life Team Meeting.

Wednesday, April 21
3:45PM Religious School in session.

Thursday, April 22 - Earth Day
1PM Midday Mussar via ZOOM. Topic: TBD. All are welcome!
5PM Hamakom BaDerech in session.
7PM Adult Hebrew via ZOOM.

Friday, April 23 - Shabbat Achrei Mot’kedoshim
9AM Music & Meditation with Rabbi Jamie via ZOOM.

Sunday, April 25
5PM Shevet “BroHo”.

Wednesday, April 28
3:45PM Religious School in session.

Thursday, April 29
1PM Midday Mussar via ZOOM. Topic: TBD. All are welcome!
5PM Hamakom BaDerech in session.
7PM Adult Hebrew via ZOOM.

Friday, April 30 - Lag B’Omer
9AM Music & Meditation with Rabbi Jamie via ZOOM.
7PM Lag B’Omer Shabba’smores

Adult Education: Searching For The 
Meaning Of “Equality” Through 
The Lens Of The Constitution  

Join Rabbi Jamie and Rich Levine (CBE member and past president, 
and Prof. of Constitutional Law CO School of Mines) on Tuesday 
March 30 at 7PM for a discussion that examines “equality” as 
seen from the text of the Constituion, and how the Supreme Court 
has developed that sparse textual source into a jurisprudence that 
considers laws that “discriminate,”  “distinguish,”  “favor” or 
“disfavor” persons based gender/sex, race, and/or socioeconomic 
status. Why are racial distinctions treated differently than sex/
gender, or socio-economic levels? What is “affirmative action” as 
compared to “systemic racism?” In terms of “equality,” what world 
did your grandparents or parents live in, and what world will your 
children or grandchildren inherit? Where will the “rights 
revolution” lead our society next?
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Mak James Bernard 
Friedman
March 13, 2021

Parent: Kerry & Sid Friedman

Grandparents: Sharon Friedman (Park 
City, UT) Jeanne Friedman (Belmont, CA) 
Snow & Stephen Bridger (Clarkston, MI) 
Jim Cokewell (Cadillac, MI) Bernie 
Friedman & Ellen Cokewell (In spirit)

School: Evergreen Middle School

Bnai Mitzvah Project: Assisting Wildfire Victims of Grand Lake, 
Grandby, and Grand County area through collecting donations of; 
groceries, toys, clothing items, rebuilding supplies, etc

Hobbies / Interests: Gaming, Snow Skiing, Basketball, Skateboarding, 
Camping, Movies, Periodic in-person school, Improv, Creating 
Friendships, Pets, Family and Summer camp!

I have spent most summers of my life at Camp Tanuga in Northern 
Michigan. It has been an enlightening experience learning my 
torah portion with the help of Tal & Rabbi Jamie Arnold.
 
I hope to stay involved and keep the summer camp going that was 
founded in 1952 by my grandfather Bernie “the Bear” Friedman.

Samuel Willem 
Broudy (Shmuel)
April 10, 2021

Parents: Melissa and David Broudy

Grandparents: Larry and Gayle 
Broudy (Isle of Palms, SC), Jane Broudy 
(Pittsburgh, PA), Alan and Kellie Vander 
Kooi (Fennville, MI)

School: Dunstan Middle School - Lakewood, Colorado

B’Nei Mitzvah Project: Electronics Recycling

Hobbies/Interests: Skiing, designing+building custom 
keyboards, and gaming with friends; playing with kitten Nano.

B’Nei Mitzvahs at CBE

Inside Beth Evergreen

March
Nedivut Ha-Lev (Generosity of the Heart) 
As a soul trait, nedivut ha-lev is not bounded by financial 
implications.  It includes sharing your time, energy, resources, 
forgiveness, welcome, possessions and joy.  Alan Morinis describes 
the barrier to acting on that inclination as timtum ha-lev (blocked 
up heart) and gives Pharaoh as an example of one whose heart is 
hardened to the reciprocal flow coming inherently from an open 
heart.

Ask yourself:  (“Path of the Soul #6: Giving from the Heart” in 
www.Aish.com)
Can you see any ways you build walls around your own heart? 
Do you rationalize rather than commit the effort it may take to be 
generous in a relationship?

Practice: 
A daily routine of giving (a coin in the tzedakah box, an expression 
of affection unexpectedly, an extra 15 minutes of your time to a 
stranger or friend or family, that phone call you’ve been meaning 
to make to someone experiencing suffering or loss…)  
 

April  
Ometz Lev (Courage of the Heart or heart strength)
We are taught about significant moments in which characters risk 
their lives while embodying ometz lev (think of the Hebrew 
midwives in Exodus who defied Pharaoh’s orders or Queen Esther 
revealing her true identity in the Purim story).  Risking one’s life is 
not required.  And while powerful narratives, most of us are more 
likely challenged or inhibited from accessing our own inner 
strength (ometz lev) by less dramatic yet no less compelling 
conditions.
 
“We practice ometz lev whenever we leave our comfort zone, 
take an unpopular stand, expose our vulnerabilities, speak the 
truth, confront others, risk embarrassment or personal loss, or 
intervene on behalf of those unable to do so for themselves”.  
Rabbi Marc Margolius  https://tcjewfolk.com/the-heart-strength-
to-act-despite-the-darkness 
 
Practice
Courage of the heart is acting in the face of, not the absence of 
fear. 
 •  On an index card (or cell phone, email…), write down 3 or 

4 things you’ve avoided because of fear or anticipation of 
discomfort.  For the month of April, choose one each week to 
accomplish. Allow (without judgement) the emotions 
accompanying the effort and reward yourself with admiration 
for the willingness to step up and in.

 •  Make a phone call you’ve been avoiding  (to protect from the 
discomfort of another’s’ pain, to offer an apology, to accept 
an apology).

Middot Of The Month 
For March and April
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Not yet fully in the classroom together, we 
are all learning new ways of interaction and 
exploring new identities in that space.  I’d like 
to personally thank Wolf, Elmo’s Fire, :-))))), 
Hahahahaha, Dog, I love wolves, Something, 
Doggo, The Flash, Queen Esther, and 
ZZzzzrrrrpppp for their regular attendance 
and participation in our learning sessions.  
There are many others including those whose 
names change so often throughout the class, 
I’m not sure how they’d like to be referenced 
so I’ll just give a generic shout out to KULAM 
(all y’all).
 
Also want to make mention of the 
determination of our families to ensure Jewish 
learning and connection.  Families log on in 
the car, in airports, at friends’ and 
grandparents’ homes, before and after sports 
and other time consuming and worthwhile 
activities. Hebrew is improving, study of 
Torah, Jewish culture and history, holidays 
and meaning merge with the remarkable 
news and events of our lives in this, yep, I’m 
going to say it “unprecedented” time.  We are 
called on to notice the good (ha-Carat ha 
-tov), seek joy (simchah) and opportunities for 
growing our souls.  Voila.
 
Perhaps one of the most challenging aspects 
of the pandemic’s restrictions for communal 
observance is the inability to gather for b’nei 
mitzvah Shabbat services and celebration.  
Every single one of our students have 
committed to pursuing the learning, teaching 
and preparation despite the obstacles.  Some 
have postponed their dates and we’ve even 
received a few new students eager to 
participate in this rite of passage. Students 
who have already led Shabbat services and 

some who have not yet are stepping up to 
chant Torah on Rosh HaShanah and Yom 
Kippur.  I should probably quote some wise, 
ancient sage but I’m going with 
Chumbawamba’s “Tub Thumping”: I get 
knocked down, but I get up again, you’re 
never gonna keep me down!

Kol ha-Cavod (all the respect), well done and 
toda raba, THANK YOU!
  
Youth Engagement Opportunities
Though so many of our post b’nei mitzvah 
students are struggling with zoom fatigue, we 
are inspired by the boys (BroHO) Shevet and 
girls (RoHo) Rosh Hodesh groups who 
continue to experiment with ways to stay 
connected and Jewishly engaged.  Rebekah 
Romberg, Julia Verheij, Tal and Jonah Arnold 
each bring unique gifts to these precious 
spaces.  We hope to see them meeting in 
person soon.  Students registered for the Rosh 
Hodesh and Shevet groups may receive 
additional scholarships for participation in 
Israel study programs.  
 
Jewish Colorado 
In partnership with Itai Divinsky (Shaliach 
from Israel) and Jewish Colorado, CBE is 
looking to enhance our connections with and 
understanding of Israel and its complex 
history and modern importance. The Denver 
Jewish Day School and students in Ramat 
HaNegev in Israel have been participating in 
student exchange and correspondence 
programs for many years. We are launching 
new engagement with the theme: Isolated 
Communities; Mountain meets Desert to 
further help our young teens who may often 
feel distant physically as well as socially from 

their Jewish peers around the world.  We are 
looking forward to meeting the current 
Shinshinim living in Colorado  (Israeli teen 
emissaries) with visits to the religious school 
and youth groups and hope to see more 
intergenerational involvement as we learn 
together with corresponding adult education 
programming. 
 
Joyce Zeff Israel Study Tour  https://www.
jewishcolorado.org/joyce-zeff-israel-study-
tour.
The Joyce Zeff Israel Study Tour (IST) is a 
lifetime of learning in just five-weeks. From 
the Jewish quarter in Krakow to sunrise on 
Masada to shabbat at the Western Wall and 
so much more, IST combines extraordinary 
adventure, exceptional leaders with years of 
experience, and a commitment to education 
and Jewish values. It’s the perfect opportunity 
for your teenager to become more 
independent, learn about themselves and 
Israel, and strengthen their Jewish identity.

Register Today!  Due to the pandemic and the 
resulting postponement of the IST 2020 trip, 
IST will run two simultaneous trips in the 
summer of 2021: one for the original IST 
2020 teens (graduating seniors) and a second 
for eligible IST 2021 teens (rising seniors).  
COVID cancellations will be refunded in Full 
which would be determined by March 2021.  
Flight refunds might be limited to the $100 
deposit fee.

Need payment assistance? Apply for financial 
aid through Jewish Colorado AND 
Congregation Beth Evergreen!
IST 2020 Seniors | June 6–July 11, 2021,  IST 
2021 Juniors | June 13–July 18, 2021

Education At CBE
By Tara Saltzman
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President’s Article from page 1.

Inside Beth Evergreen

Jewish cultural (secular) identity that lasts a 
lifetime, instills a deep connection and 
commitment to the State of Israel, and 
deepens and broadens interfaith alliances 
to combat anti-Semitism locally and 
globally. This initiative also targets a 
demographic that is often underserved by 
conventional Jewish institutions, namely 
teens between the ages of 13 and 18, and 
college-aged, young adults between 18 
and 25.  
Additionally, we have been implementing 
our new membership management system, 
ShulCloud which is a widely used cloud-
based application to support member 
communications, event scheduling, 
website updates and accounting. This tool 
will enhance the quality of communications 
with our members, streamline internal 
operational processes, improve reporting 
capability and reduce costs.  Our Safety & 
Security Task force has been meeting 

regularly, and we hope to be awarded a 
grant from the Department of Homeland 
Security to fund several security 
enhancements and training sessions. In 
anticipation of our religious school students 
convening in person, we are planning to 
acquire outdoor games such as a Cornhole 
set, basketball hoop and Gaga pit (Israeli 
dodgeball).  Lastly, we are currently 
recruiting a few new board members to 
serve in our next fiscal year which begins 
in July – if you have an interest in serving 
CBE in this capacity, please contact me 
(412-370-4900 dherman121@gmail.com).
As you can tell, this pandemic is not 
holding us back from achieving our vision 
of building an innovative Jewish spiritual 
community! Looking forward to “seeing” 
you at CBE, on the slopes or out and around 
our community.

the designs and artistic renderings (below).  
We hope to select a contractor, obtain a 
cost estimate for phase 1 and begin 
construction this spring. Todah rabah to 
David Zucker, Nate Fineberg, Rabbi Jamie 
and Eve Mills for helping move this initiative 
ahead. We can’t wait to safely host religious 
services, life-cycle events, performances, 
guest lecturers, movies, and community 
events outdoors! If you haven’t yet 
contributed to the Amphitheater Appeal, 
it’s not too late! We do expect to need 
additional funding.
A long-term goal is for CBE to evolve into a 
regional, national and international hub for 
cultural Jewish education and intercultural 
dialogue via the internet – through recorded 
programming, podcasts and live-streamed 
events and educational resources and links. 
We are planning an ambitious, multi-year, 
grant funded initiative to promote positive 
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Rabbi’s Article from page 1.

PASSOVER
BETH EVERGREEN COMMUNITY SEDER

Phone 303-670-4294
www.bethevergreen.org

03.28.21

Beth Evergreen
2981 Bergen Peak Dr
Evergreen, CO 80439

Enjoy a family-style seder right here at
Beth Evergreen with a dinner provided 

by TBD Events. Indoor & outdoor
seating available.

Register:

$50
for members

$60
for others

and round, to paraphrase Joni Mitchell lyrical reply to Neil Young.  
And Torah calls on us to also notice the monthly orbits of the moon.  
And the lunar year reboots each spring, now.  In contrast to the solar 
year, this spring to spring fling through time is more circle than line, 
more wave than particle, more symbols on seder plate than dayeinu 
songtrek through Jewish history.  On the carousel of time, are you 
feeling more stuck or enjoying the ride?  How do you feel about the 
fact that we are spinning around circles?  Dizzy?

I recently read a fascinating little book called Einstein’s Dreams, 
which imagines a young patent clerk dreaming about the nature of 
time in advance of revealing to the world a special theory of relativity.  
Is time linear or circular, constant like a clockwork or more fickle like 
the tossing of dice?  How has your relationship to time shifted since 
last spring?  Has it affected your relationships – to the natural world? 
To the political world?  To your family and friends?  To your spiritual 
community and cultural heritage?  To your sense of self/soul?  To God 
and/or your godly senses of wonder and awe? 

The onset of spring invites us to circle back to such questions.  As 
the spring equinox approaches, so too does the promise of balance 
– between night and day, dark and light, solitary reflection and 
communal belonging, between safety and freedom, between work 
and rest, between zealous pursuit and peaceful rest.  

The midot [qualities of character] we’ve chosen for March and April 
are Generosity and Courage.   May we invoke these two qualities in 
encounters with time and with one another. May you be inspired by 
the generosity that has been flowing to and from CBE lately, and be 
encouraged by the prospect of safe, in-person opportunities to gather 
and rejoice here at Beth Evergreen in the near future.  

Wishing you and your family a healthy and joyous Passover and an 
uplifting march into March 2021.
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CBE Adopt A Highway 
By Ofer Tal

As part of our commitment to contribute to the larger Evergreen/
Conifer community, CBE has chosen to participate in the Adopt-A-
Highway project.

What is Adopt-A-Highway?
Roadside litter is an eye sore and costs millions of dollars annually 
to control. Often, it is impossible to keep up with the trash that 
thoughtless people have dumped on us. Colorado and our 
mountain community can use our help
!
Adopt-A-Highway is a roadside trash collection initiative that CBE 
will be organizing and we offer you the opportunity to clean our 
neighborhood while having fun, socializing and being safe.

Is CODT (Colorado Department of Transportation) involved?
Yes. This effort is supported by CODT. CODT will provide a sign 
crediting CBE for volunteering on the adopted section of the 
highway (a 3 mile stretch of S. Blue Creek Road in Conifer). CODT 
will also provide litter bags, orange safety vests, safety signs and 
will haul the litter bags away after our CBE team places the full 
bags at the edge of the highway.

When is the cleanup event?
The first CBE cleanup event will be held on Sunday April 11th, 
2021 from 9am until about 12pm. Should there be inclement 
weather, the event will be rescheduled to May 2.

Where is CBE’s adopted highway?
The highway CBE was offered and accepted to adopt is S. Blue 
Creek Rd in Conifer, a 3 mile stretch between Highway 73 and S 
Brook Forest Road.

Where will we meet?
We will begin the cleanup at the intersection of Blue Creek Road 
and South Brook Forest Road. You can drop your party there. 
Parking is available at the Maxwell Falls lower parking lot. “There 
are three different areas to park in”. It is about one mile away from 
the starting point. We will bring you from the parking to the 
starting point. At the end, we will drive you back to the parking lot 
to get your vehical.

How do I get involved?
Simply fill out the Registration Form at bethevergreen.org/highway 
and we will send you updates and reminders about the event. And 
don’t forget to mark it in your calendar!

Will there be food & water?
We will bring some water with us. We recommend you bring your 
own food and water for your group.

Who will collect the trash?
We will, collectively. We will collect the trash and place it in the 
provided bags. Once we are done, CDOT will be notified where 
the bags are and will collect them for final disposal.

What should I wear?
We recommend long pants and long sleeves to cover yourself from 
any hazard that might be on the side of the road. We also recommend 
closed toe shoes, hat and sunscreen.

How will we be kept safe while collecting trash?
All participants are required to wear the safety vests provided by 
CDOT. In addition, we will have people placed in front of the group 
on both sides to alert oncoming traffic to slow down and be aware of 
people on the side of the road.

Can I bring my children?
Absolutely! As long as they can carry themselves or you will be 
carrying them.

Can I bring my dog?
We request that you do not bring your dog. This is for safety reasons 
as we will be walking alongside an active highway.

Who can I contact if I have further questions?
You can contact Elizabeth at elizabeth@bethevergreen.org for any 
questions you might have.
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General Fund
  Howard Siegman z’l via the Rose Endowment
  Leslie & Evan Lipstein
  Michael & Sandy Schneider
  Steven Schwartz & Alice Tariot
  Daniel & Jennifer Goldman
  Judy Sherman
  Jeff & Lisa Petersohn
 In honor of Matthew Gustavson and the CBE Penpals
  DM & Elaine Page
 In memory of Marc Belrose
  Brenda Jansen
  With gleeful gratitude to all the students who’ve patiently 

taught me how to change my zoom background screen, use 
filters and print screen!!

  Tara Saltzman
 In honor of the birthdays of Ellen and Dick Arnold
 In honor of the birthday of Marti Arnold
 In honor of the birthdays of Russ and Ginger Arnold
 In honor of the birthday of James Taylor
  In honor of the 50th Anniversary of Carole King’s Tapestry 

album
 In honor of Laura Berman
  Rabbi Jamie & Marti Arnold

Mitzvah Matters Fund
  With prayers for healing for Reney Lorditch, Carolyn Simon, 

and Kate Olsen
  Rabbi Jamie & Marti Arnold

Social Action Fund
    In gratitude to Luke Colaciello for bringing the Safe Zone 

Project training ensuring CBE will always endeavor to be a 
LGBTQ-inclusive home.

  Tara Saltzman

Youth Activities & Education Fund
 In memory of Morty Vogel
  Amy Born
 In honor of Sam Broudy becoming bar mitzvah
 In Honor of Mak Friedman becoming bar mitzvah
  Tara Saltzman
 In honor of the bar mitzvahs of Mak Friedman & Sam Broudy
  Rabbi Jamie & Marti Arnold

Music Fund
 In memory of Morty Vogel
  Amy Born
 In memory of Mildred Jordani
  David & Gail Jordani
 In honor of the Purim Players
  Rabbi Jamie & Marti Arnold

Amphitheater Fund
  Cindy & Nate Fineberg
  Marshall Fogel
  
Building Fund
 In memory of Ernest and Dorothy Howard
  Melinda Howard
  In honor of Nada Culver’s appointment to deputy director of 

policy and programs at the Bureau of Land Management
  Tara Saltzman

Endowment Fund
  In Honor of Anne Wolf for stewardship of the Chevrah Kadisha
  Tara Saltzman

Rabbi’s Discretionary Fund
  Nadine Kagan Wilson & Wade Wilson
  Marilyn Herrs
 In memory of Jeff Glantz
  Robbie Glantz
 In honor of Jesse Dorkin’s Bar Mitzvah
  Harold & Iris Mickel

Tzedakah & Tributes
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Community Partners

The Law Office of Richard A. Levine 

Commitment • Results • Integrity

• BUSINESS FORMATION AND OPERATIONS
• PERSONAL INJURY RECOVERY 
• REAL ESTATE  

• ESTATE PLANNING
• MEDIATION
• MARITAL DISSOLUTION

The Law Office of Richard A. Levine
30752 Southview Drive, Suite 150  • Evergreen, Colorado 80439  
Advice@LawRL.com  (303) 670-1555

                  www.AmdurCommunications.com

public relations  
consulting

303-526-7939  

The Pines Catering 
Www.thepinescatering.com 
info@thepinescatering.com 

Extraordinary Events, Exquisite Cuisine 
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Congregation Beth Evergreen
PO Box 415
Evergreen, CO 80437

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

Take Highway 74 to Lewis Ridge Road/
Bergen Peak Drive. (Left from the South; 
right from the North.) The synagogue is 
located behind the Evergreen Life Care 
Center.

SYNAGOGUE LOCATION

CBE MISSION STATEMENT
Set in the pines overlooking Elk Meadow, 
Congregation Beth Evergreen offers 
inclusive, warm, welcoming services and 
programs in an intimate atmosphere. We 
are committed to fostering community 
by offering opportunities for meaningful 
worship, the pursuit of spirituality and 
lifelong Jewish education. Our informal, 
egalitarian approach encourages inclusive 
participation in the celebration of religious, 
lifecycle and communal events.

Are you receiving weekly CBE updates and The Shofar online?
If not, please contact the CBE office at(303) 670•4294 ext. 2 or elizabeth@bethevergreen.org.

CBE is a Reconstructionist 
synagogue. To learn more, please 
visit JewishRecon.org

CBE Events and More!
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Lag B'Omer

ShabbaS'mores

April 30, 7:00PM

For Religious School Kids and Teens


